Charlie
Bravo
The Motorcycle
Rescue Dog

ABOUT US SUMMARY
With the approachability and acceptance found in the love of a pet, The Charlie Bravo Motorcycle Rescue Dog
Story is an ongoing heroic adventure. It’s a “dog-ography” if you will, based on the life and times of Charlie Bravo. Poised to light up the hearts of its readers, the blog is a day-to-day account of lessons written from a canine’s
perspective.
So who is Charlie Bravo? She’s the gorgeous dog who was starving, whittled away to bones, after having been left
by the side of the road in a crate to die. The good news is, she was rescued by two warm-hearted family members
out for a simple ride that day. Now, she inspires readers around the world with her story of perseverance in spite
of warring circumstance.
Breaking down limits with remarkable intentionality, the story of Charlie’s crate has left a lasting mark in more
ways than one. Charlie was abandoned in her crate, skin over bones when we found her. To us, that crate is an
analogy for every person that lives in a self-imposed prison. That could be a dead-end job, an abusive relationship, chemical or alcohol addiction, or the most confining crate of all, the fear of the unknown. Charlie is beautiful and happy and blossoming today. She reminds us that with a little help, we can do that too.” To write her story,
Charlie employs the help of her “Dad”, Bret Winingar.
Welcome to that story. Welcome to her mission. There is “No Dog Left Behind” here.
About The Charlie Bravo Story, LLC:
The Charlie Bravo Story, LLC is the parent company of The Charlie Bravo Motorcycle Rescue Dog website and
clothing line. Dedicated to bringing good news to its followers, and funds to animal assistance charities, the platform consistently publishes encouraging animal-related news stories.
Contact:
Bret Winingar, Writer
Gary Duncan, Publisher
Email: info@thecharliebravostory.com
Phone: 501-400-4229
Post Office Box 711
Mabelvale, AR 72103
Website:
www.thecharliebravostory.com
Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/CharlieBravoMRG/
https://twitter.com/search?q=CharlieBravoMRG
https://www.pinterest.com/thecharliebravo/
https://www.instagram.com/dogjaw62/
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